Change and Continuity

• All students will be able to describe aspects of Roma culture in the past or today.
• Most students will be able to explain how Roma culture has changed or continued.
• Some students will be able to evaluate to what extent Roma life has changed.

Who lives here?

What job might they have?

Are they house proud?

What inferences can I make?
Change and Continuity

We are going to study how life for Roma Gypsies has changed over time and how it has stayed the same.

Spot the difference

On your desk you have been given one of the many types of homes Roma live in. Complete the Venn Diagram showing the similarities and differences between the three types of home.
Senses round up

Think about living in the three different types of home. Think about your senses but also how you might feel.

EXT:

What challenges might people in these different homes face?

In your Pairs look at the cards.

- Spicy - Think of your own categories you could sort these out into.
- Hot - Can you arrange them under the headings you have been given.
- Mild - Are you able to add the information to the existing groups.

Try and challenge yourself!
Match up the Cards with the corresponding information for Roma Culture today.

Discuss with your partner any similarities or differences you see.

**Similarities**

**Differences**

EXT

Put a star next two the two biggest similarities and differences